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Scope of the research – philosophical aspects of cross-disciplinary science synergetics where the practical interest lies in the opportunity of extrapolation of classical synergetic principles into the sphere of social knowledge.

The analysis made has revealed a number of concepts which have developed modern philosophical and synergetic approach to queries of world vision including cosmogony, beauty and order. The concept of the fractality of the universally recognized golden ratio beauty standard and synergetic nature of the beautiful, concept of social synergetics as postmodern philosophy where attractor is limiting state of the system, limit of mankind evolution motion to which is nonlinear and per se infinite as endeavor to a universal ideal, concept of synergetic management theory where attractor as a determining essence can be provided with properties which help the system self-organize according to the goals set.

The results of the analysis indicate that the notion of the attractor as invariant diversity, consequence of self-organization process can be made explicit in the most diverse way in consequence of its multidimensional ambiguous nature. This gives the foundation for further development of synergetic approach to philosophy and lets present the attractor as robust philosophical category. In particular this approach is used by the author in cosmogonical concept based upon popular Bible version of Genesis origin interpreted from the point of view of basic synergetic ideas. Attractor as a philosophical category appears as fertile ground for humanitarian researches, for example, allows to assume that synergetic system model is a complex nonlinear process of essence appropriation in the scale of the universe.